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"llTIA!, CUSTOMER ORDER NO. 
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DATE RECEIVED DATE OPENED 

10/18/99 10/18/99 
ACCESSORIES W/ STlJDS 

DATE CODE SERIAL NUMBER NEW SERIAL NUMBER MODEL AND GRADE 

OP 7-95 06221192 700 280 MFUDM 
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Ii.I MUZZLE BRr~KE !I 
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ACCOUNT NUMBER 
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LEE. SUSAN 
:Y. LEE PLASTrn ING 
HWY t55 SOUTH PO 
GILMER 

CO INC 
BOX 1359 

TX 

WRITE D 

!5644 

LEE. SUSAN 
% LEE Pl..f~.HERING 

HWY 155 SOUTH PO 
GILMER 

PROM.DATE 

CO INC 
BOX 1359 

TX 
75644 

VIA 

UPS 
(: GUN CONDITION 1---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-::1REPAIRCHARGE 

f."" 
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E X CI SE 
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0 LIGHTLY WORN TAX 

it 0 WORN 
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INSURANCE 

·, 0 VERYWORN 
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0 UNREPAIRABLE 

0 MARRED 

UPS 

PARCEL POST 
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Dear Sir. Serial No. D&: 2,:.2 // 9'.2 
I 

Enclosed is my rifle for repairs. During last year's hunting season.:! fl.ipped the safety to 
off and my rifle fired immediately without me pulling the trigger. I am positive that I 
didn't have my finger anywhere near the trigger, since I was hunting with my six year old 
son in the stand with me and I'm always super careful. The recoil of the gun firing 
jammed the safety switch into the top of my thur..1b ripping my thumb Wide open. My 
husband was able to duplicate the firing action three times without'live'ammunition in the 
gun. l have since heard of others having the same experience with their Remington 
.280s. 

The rifle has had NO modifications to the firing mechanisms, and has been fired very few 
times since l bought it. It is very unsafe in this condition, and I request that it be repaired 
and l receive an explanation of work done on it. 

The supervisor in the Customer Service department at Remington stated that it was 
probably a defect and that I would have to send the rifle to this address. 

Due to delays with Remington shipping the box I ordered a few months ago, I am just 
now able to send the rifle. Our hunting season opens the first weekend in November. I 
would like tu receive my rifle back as soon as possible, so that I may use it at least part of 
this season. 

My return address and phone number are as follows: 

Susan Lee 
C/O Lee Plastering Co., Inc. 
Higlmay 155 South 
P. 0. Box 1359 
Gilmer. TX 75644 

(90.~) 73..J.-4936 

If you hcn·e any questions, or ifl can provide any further information, please let me 
k1w11. 

Sincere!\. 

Sus~rn Lee 

PS 35195 


